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During a seven-week stint of travelling north into outback New South Wales and Queensland, and 
then returning south along the coastal waters of the same states, I spent time unrolling sections of a 
large roll of paper and connecting my experiences of new places, materials and felt sensing, through 
mark-making. Always the paper was unrolled onto the bare earth, and I tracked my travels using 
materials that spoke to my surroundings.

Dirt, the coals from extinguished campfires, watercolour, ash, grass, water, sand… the grit of 
gathered materials rubbed, washed, mingled and scratched across the paper. Water flowed and 
formed puddles aligned with dips and hollows in the earth. Indentations from small stones and 
sticks on the ground tore small holes or embossed barely visible impressions into the paper.

In working multimodally with materials alongside nature, my senses became more attuned, and 
my interactions deepened. Sounds translated into watery movements, and light breezes lifted the 
paper into new life and unexpected contours. Puddles formed and watercolour dried in its own time, 
forming layered lines and new perspectives.

The transient nature of the work continues to emerge as I unroll and see the paper is changing as 
light exposes and fades the surface. Through multimodality, I am reminded that nothing stays the 
same and everything is transient.

Figure 1. Jacinta McAvoy, Exposure lines unrolled, 
2023, paper roll.



Figure 2: Jacinta McAvoy, Where water flows, 2023, watercolour on paper.

Figure 3: Jacinta McAvoy, Pathways across the earth, 2023, campfire charcoal, watercolour, ash and 
dirt on paper.

Please visit https://www.jocat-online.org/c-23-multimodal-mcavoy to access the sound recording 
that accompanies this work.
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